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Robotic Process Automation
How RPA Can Help Your Organization
Robotic Process Automation, or RPA, is the outsourcing of repetitive tasks and sequences to a robot-in-training, that helps
transform businesses by using automation to evolve with speed and accuracy. The nice thing is that the software bot is
always working for your organization, it doesn’t need sleep and it doesn’t make mistakes. Bottom-line, you can take the
mundane, repetitive, time consuming and computer based tasks off your employees’ plates giving them extra hours in their
day for higher value more meaningful work.

RPA Benefits:
RPA is a path to streamline an array of routine business tasks. When your organization
utilizes RPA for high volume, stable, repeatable tasks that have specific inputs and outputs,
your organization can reap solid ROI. Organizations like RPA because it can help them
improve productivity across a wide range of constituents including users, customers and
employees. With RPA you can build flexibility, agility and adaptability and cost efficiency
into your processes. In addition, it provides your organization ability to scale and even
improve service levels and frees your employees to work on higher impact activities.

Apps RPA Service Offering:

Benefits
 Avoid human errors
and reduce human
efforts

 Save time and

improve productivity,
accuracy, and
consistency

 Enhance business

analytics and allow for
easy standardization
of workflows

At Apps Associates, our RPA Service offerings can be categorized into three sections:

 Provides a frictionless
delivery of tasks

 Complete their audit
trail for compliance
purpose

Build

Maintain

Our Build offering is mainly focused on Bot development
activities. With our Maintain offering, you can avail of
our 24×7 Monitoring/Response Action features and with
Enhance, we can review your existing Bots, recommend
improvements and make those improvements for you. Our
offerings can be availed of separately or in combination.
Further, while we are system agnostic, you can also
leverage our vast knowledge of Oracle Applications
Cloud/On premise systems/modules, our Salesforce
knowledge and our AWS/Analytical skill set to improve
your business processes while implementing RPA.
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What processes are best suited for RPA?
Rule Based Process: Rule-based processes are those where a series of simple “If…then”
logic can be applied without involving any human decision.
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Stable Process: Processes which have been performed in the same way for a period not
less than 6 months. Also, no frequent changes are expected in the process in the near
future.
Standard Inputs: Standard inputs are the ones where the system knows where to get
it from. For example, a document with data stored in a predefined format, unlike hand
written documents or images.
Repetitive Manual Process: Its ideal to select repetitive manual process for automation
to gain FTE reduction cost benefit. Every day a user performs a series of tasks in the
system that are tedious and not require any human decision making.
High Volume: Processes that have a large volume of records/transactions enable a
better return on investment for automation.

Sample Business Processes
 Manual data entry
 Read/Write data from any Application or File to any Application or File
 Uploading and downloading of files to/from ftp servers
 Interacting with databases
 Data scraping
 Sending email notifications
 Screen recording
 Reading csv files from local machines
 Perform credentials masking
 Integration using web services

About Apps Associates
Apps Associates is an enterprise application services leader with a customer-first focus. Apps Associates has
more than two decades of experience helping organizations innovate through digital transformation initiatives.
Customers such as Brooks Automation, Hologic Inc., Edwards Vacuum, and Take Two Interactive Software
turn to Apps Associates for strategic counsel, system integration and the services required to solve their most
complex business challenges - utilizing experience in analytics, application modernization, process automation,
digital systems, technology and operations.
To learn more about how Apps Associates can help you align your business with the right technology,
visit: www.appsassociates.com, or follow Apps Associates on social media on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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